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ABSTRACT
In this work we address the task of automatic keyword and
keyphrase extraction from unstructured text, and suit it
to the need of a popular Bulgarian media for induction of
’themes’. Themes are defined as text snippets that summa-
rize the essence of an article, facilitating the itemization and
retrieval of collections of textual resources and document
clustering. We evaluate the performance of several generic
methods for keyword and keyphrase extraction on a corpus
of articles in Bulgarian, as to the best of our knowledge
no such study has been conducted in the past. The meth-
ods that we discuss rely on widely accepted information re-
trieval and machine learning techniques and are language-
independent. We also consider the effect of a stemmer com-
ponent on the keyphrase extraction accuracy. The satisfacto-
ry performance of our models in spite of the limited linguistic
knowledge incorporated in them recommends our models as
a baseline for keyword and keyphrase extraction for Bulgar-
ian language.

1. INTRODUCTION
Themes represent a brief summary and capture the essence
of a text document. They are extremely useful for automat-
ed and efficient categorization of documents, guided query-
ing, document skimming by visually emphasizing important
phrases and offer a powerful basis for measuring document
similarity [8, 12, 21]. The popular Bulgarian media resource
Svejo.net uses themes for describing documents, for brows-
ing the document collection and as a basis for document
clustering.
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Svejo.net is a very popular media website, reaching over 20%
of auditorium in the segment of Bulgarian news web sites.
Every day the users of Svejo.net add over 1 500 news and
articles, 3 000 comments and vote over 15 000 times. The
content at Svejo.net is managed entirely by the users, the site
has no journalists nor moderation at board, therefore relying
entirely on the social element. The site allows users to add
links of interest with focus on news articles, or multimedia
(videos, pictures, etc.). In the case of textual content, users
must manually provide a brief description, to categorize and
identify the themes of the document. Although the process is
partially automated (e.g., a brief description extracted from
the article itself is suggested to the user), categorization and
theme association are still manual.

In the general case in which theme selection is required for
text document collections (for example scientific articles),
the possible themes can either be preselected keywords, or
unconstrained short text. The themes at Svejo.net are ac-
quired from a meta keyword tag, whenever it exists in the
original content, or are assigned by the support team of the
website. However, often keywords in the meta tag are gen-
erated by tokenization of the article title, which is not very
accurate. At the same time, it is time-consuming for the sup-
port team to handle all submissions without themes. Conse-
quently, automatic extraction of themes is of great interest
to Svejo.net. This task is also known in the scientific litera-
ture as keyword and keyphrase extraction.

This paper discusses automatic extraction of keywords and
keyphrases for the Bulgarian language and its application to
the documents from Svejo.net.

2. RELATED WORK
There are two general approaches for the extraction or as-
signment of keywords and keyphrases from unstructured text.
The first approach is unsupervised and it is based on the
the assumption that keywords appear frequently in a doc-
ument, but occur less often in the entire document collec-
tion. To this end, the popular TFIDF weighting scheme is
used. Numerous papers show that TFIDF is very effective for
some particular domains [5, 10, 9]. In order to get reliable
TFIDF scores, the corpus of documents must be relative-
ly large. [13] propose a competitive method which uses a
co-occurrence distribution and a clustering strategy for ex-
tracting keywords, which does not rely on a large corpus.
Other authors make use of additional knowledge resources



from the web – an idea exploited in this manuscript as well.
[17, 11] estimate a point-wise mutual information score in
order to select keywords. Graph-based methods similar to
Google’s PageRank algorithm [1] have also been proposed.
[20] adopted a reinforcement learning technique for simul-
taneous keyword extraction and text summarization, based
on the assumption that important sentences usually contain
keywords. A related task named keyword assignment allows
keywords to be assigned only from a predefined dictionary
[3]. In this work, we do not make use of a predefined dic-
tionary because we desire flexibility and fast adaptation to
new topics, which emerge rapidly at Svejo.net.

Keyword extraction can be also formulated as a supervised
classification task and addressed by machine learning tech-
niques [5, 18, 9, 17, 19]. The learning algorithm classifies
candidate words and phrases found in a document into posi-
tive (keywords) and negative (non-keywords) based on a set
of features. Useful features include TFIDF and its variations,
position of the keyphrase from beginning of the document,
parts of speech, stems, lemmata, relative phrase length, etc.
[17].

3. METHODS
We select keywords and keyphrases from a set of candidates
comprising n-grams of a predefined set of sizes (in our ex-
periments, unigrams and bigrams). During the preprocessing
phase, the documents undergo tokenization, stop-words are
removed, tokens are converted to lowercase, and tokens that
contain undesirable characters (e.g. numerals and punctua-
tion) are eliminated.

We compare two different approaches for keyphrase extrac-
tion in Bulgarian - an unsupervised approach and a super-
vised approach.

The unsupervised approach is based on the TFIDF heuris-
tics. The TFIDF of a candidate keyword is computed us-
ing the traditional formula. The TFIDF score of keyphrase
candidates is computed in two ways: i) using the tradition-
al TFIDF formula, considering the keyphrase as one token
(method called here mix) and ii) on the basis of the TFIDF
scores of its constituents (method mean). Specifically, if a
phrase is composed of two words, we compute the TFIDF of
the two constituent words and the entire bigram, and then
average over the three values to get a single score for the
phrase. Furthermore, we allow the filtering of constituents
whose individual score is below a certain threshold value
when calculating the score of the entire phrase.

The candidates are ranked by their TFIDF score. In order to
select a threshold for the top ranking candidates, we com-
pute the nearest integer greater than the mean keyphrase
count in our evaluation dataset. For the mix algorithm, it
is necessary that we normalize the TFIDF values obtained
within a document to values between 0 and 1.

The second approach is a supervised classification method
that predicts keywords from the set of candidates, based on
a set of manually labeled training examples. The method
is inspired by the KEA algorithm [22], which uses two ba-
sic features : the TFIDF score of each of the candidates
(denoted by TFIDF) and the positional offset (denoted by

pos), computed as the count of tokens preceding the first
occurrence of the candidate phrase in the text. As in the
original method, we discretized these features using a su-
pervised method [4], and compared the results with those
obtained when with an unsupervised discretization strategy
that groups them into equally-sized bins. We added other
features to the set proposed in the original article [22], which
lead to an improved performance. Specifically, we added the
candidate length in tokens (denoted by len) and a boolean
attribute that indicates whether a token is included in the
title of the article or not. Finally, we considered various con-
junctions between the features described so far.

For classification we used two of the algorithms implemented
in Edlin [6] - multinomial naive Bayes (MNB), perceptron
(PER) [16] and MIRA (MIRA) [2]. As in [22], we filter
out candidate keywords and phrases that occur in the text
of the document analysis only once.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
4.1 Dataset
Although our system can process corpora in multiple lan-
guages, our evaluation is focused on Bulgarian text, since
our application is targeted for Svejo.net. Our gold-standard
dataset contains mostly news documents and analyses, with
an accent on political topics. In order to ensure a good quali-
ty of annotations, we selected only documents with keywords
added by the Svejo.net support team or by the authors of
the documents. The final dataset comprises 1 798 articles,
divided into training (70%), development (10%) and test
(20%) splits, drawn randomly from the entire collection.

In addition to the gold-standard dataset, we index a bulky
collection of articles obtained from Svejo.net without con-
trolling the tags, for a more realistic analysis.

Prior to running our methods, we applied some preprocess-
ing (lowercase conversion, numeric tokes removal, stemming,
etc.) to the gold-standard keywords and keyphrases in order
to ensure compatibility with our set of candidates, which
were presented in the Methods section.

4.2 Implementation
The TFIDF scores and some of the preprocessing steps are
implemented using the Lucene1 framework. All machine learn-
ing algorithms and the experiments with supervised dis-
cretization are implemented in Edlin2 - a machine learning
framework for linear models [6]. The stemmer3 is used as
described in [15]. The system is exposed to Svejo.net as On-
totext’s KIM Enterprise4 services.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental results are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The
evaluation metrics that we use are precision, recall and F1-
score, computed for the target class (true keywords and
keyphrases). A candidate is a true positive only if it is an ex-
act match of an entity found in the gold standard set. In the

1lucene.apache.org/core/
2edlin.sourceforge.net/
3lml.bas.bg/ nakov/bulstem/index.html
4www.ontotext.com/kim



Table 1: Experiments in the unsupervised setting.

Method n Filter Limit F1 P % R %
1. mix 1, 2 - 7 11.95 8.28 21.44
2. mix 1, 2 - 5 13.78 10.61 19.66
3. mix 1 0% 5 12.76 09.82 18.21
4. mean 1, 2 0% 5 11.52 8.87 16.44
5. mean 1, 2 25% 7 11.54 8.00 20.71
6. mean 1, 2 50% 4 12.76 9.82 18.21
7. mean 1, 2 75% 5 13.63 10.49 19.46

8. mix 1, 2 - 5 13.79 10.61 19.67

The upper and lower sections of the table contain the
results with words and stems, respectively.

Table 2: Experiments in supervised setting.

Features Algorithm F1 % P % R %
1. TFIDF+pos MNB 9.32 47.62 5.16

2. TFIDF+pos MNB 10.31 32.31 6.14
3. +len MNB 25.6 26.90 24.42
4. + TFIDF&pos MNB 29.73 22.81 42.70
5. + len&pos MNB 30.02 22.15 46.58
6. TFIDF+pos PER 11.58 36.68 6.88
7. TFIDF+pos MIRA 10.37 27.35 6.36

8. TFIDF+pos MNB 10.26 36.65 5.97
9. +len MNB 27.35 19.40 46.33
10. TFIDF+pos PER 11.58 36.68 6.88
11. TFIDF+pos MIRA 15.86 29.07 10.90
12. All conjunctions MIRA 20.69 44.92 13.44

The first section represents the results obtained with words,
and the second with stems. ”+”denotes the addition of a
feature to the set from the previous line;

unsupervised setting, we only report the scores yielded with
an optimal setting of the parameter that limits the count of
returned results.

The performance of unsupervised methods is not influenced
significantly by stemming (Table 1). This is probably due to
the numerous constraints on the candidate set (ignoring low-
frequency candidates, filtering longer candidates containing
a stop word, etc.). The mix method outperforms the mean
method both with stemming (line 8, F1=13.79) and with-
out stemming (line 1, F1=13.78%). Among the variants of
mean, the best score is achieved if the 75% least important
tokens are filtered out (line 7, F1=13.63%).

The models using the basic features of [22], namely TFIDF
+pos, did not outperform the best unsupervised methods,
regardless of the use of stemming. If len is added as a fea-
ture, the supervised approach outperforms the unsupervised
baseline by a considerable margin (compare Table 1, line 2
and Table 2, line 2). A remarkable increase in performance
is observed if feature conjunctions are introduced into the
model, and the best scores that we have obtained include
the conjunctions TFIDF&pos and pos&len.

In our experiments, we discretized the continuous-valued
TFIDF and pos features as explained in the Methods sec-

tion. Supervised discretization did not outperform the un-
supervised discretization when using only basic features and
the models including feature conjunctions gave slightly bet-
ter results with unsupervised discretization (an F1 increase
of >1%).

In Table 2, lines 1 and 2 show the performance of the models
when using the gold-standard training set and the complete
collection of articles (see Data section), respectively, for the
purpose of evaluation of frequency statistics. Since the per-
formance with the whole collection is superior, we use the
complete corpus for obtaining frequency statistics in the fol-
lowing experiments (models 3-12).

As in the unsupervised case, using a stemmer does not influ-
ence much the performance of the models, except for the case
of the MIRA classifier, where we note an improvement of
5% in F1 (Table 2, lines 7 and 11). Adding many conjunc-
tions to the feature set increases further the performance
(Table 2, line 12).

As the number of features increases, the precision of these
algorithms measured against the positive class improves and
eventually reaches levels above 44%, but this growth is ac-
companied by a steep decline in recall and F1-score. When
comparing the performance of the three classifiers, we notice
that both PER and MIRA outperform MNB on the basic
feature set. Both MIRA and PER outperform the unsu-
pervised baseline in terms of F1-score, and the best results
surpass 20%. We achieve our best result (F1=30.02%) with
the MNB algorithm using the features TFIDF, pos, len
and conjunctions TFIDF&pos and pos&len.

6. ERROR ANALYSIS
Error analysis is performed on the development set. Many
errors are due to the fact that family names of Bulgarian
politicians tend to occur more frequently in the documents
than their full names and are therefore preferred by our un-
supervised algorithm. On the other hand, the gold standard
recommends their full names. For example, the gold stan-
dard suggests Sergei Stanishev and Traicho Traikov as key-
words for some documents. Our algorithm returns Traicho
Traikov, which is a true positive, but also Traicho, Stanishev
and Traikov, which are false positives according to our eval-
uation scheme. This problem is addressed by the addition of
len feature to our supervised learner.

Another issue is the tendency of authors to add names of
politicians and political organizations, even when they are
not explicitly mentioned in the article. For instance, a report
about the new minister of health is tagged by the actual
name of the minister (gold standard), whereas we return
minister of health, new, health, minister, etc. The Svejo.net
estimates that the accuracy can be increased by up to 30%
if we include part-of-speech analysis and remove verbs from
our selection.

When our model is built without stemming, many true pos-
itives are not considered during the evaluation, because the
keywords returned by the algorithm contain for example the
article and the gold ones do not. For instance, the gold stan-
dard keyword medal is returned by the algorithm the medal.
Our algorithms also return both the plural and singular



forms of a keyword, which is not the case of the gold stan-
dard. This suggests that working with lemmata (canonical
word forms) would improve the performance of our models.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we addressed the task of automatic keyword and
keyphrase extraction and its application to the popular Bul-
garian web resource Svejo.net. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first study on keyword and keyphrase extraction
for Bulgarian, a resource-poor and under-explored language.

We presented two simple approaches which do not rely on
costly tools for linguistic analysis. We explored different can-
didate selection strategies and evaluated the effect of several
types of features and their conjunctions on our models. We
also assessed the accuracy gain achieved by the introduction
of a stemmer component.

In the future, we plan to increase the involvement of lin-
guistic knowledge. Many studies suggest vast improvements
in performance with addition of part-of-speech tags. Recent
work [7] suggests that adding morphological features can im-
prove supervised classification. The error analysis suggests
that orthographic features, (e.g. ”word comprises only up-
per case characters”) can isolate names and organizations
in the sentence, since these phrases coexist with a promi-
nent change in case. Another useful direction of development
could be the automated induction of feature conjunctions
[14].
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